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Pendulum healing is the use of a pendulum as a tool to help transform your body, mind and
soul from lower to higher states of health and well-being.In this book you will learn:1) Health:
techniques for improving your physical well-being2) Wealth: creating abundance and prosperity
in all its forms3) Love: enhancing self-love and creating more fulfillment in relationships4) Self-
expression: transforming your life path and manifesting ideal workTopics include healing for self
and others. It is appropriate for new or experienced pendulum healers.Presented here is a
revolutionary healing system that goes beyond just asking your pendulum questions. Detailed
step-by-step instructions take all the guesswork out and guide you to success. You will develop
a solid foundation in pendulum healing, while being able to incorporate it with any other healing
modalities you may already practice.

About the AuthorErich Hunter Ph.D. has studied and practiced many spiritual/energy healing
modalities. Eventually, he learned pendulum healing and found that using the pendulum was a
much more effective and fun way for him to carry out his healing work. Over time he has
developed his own methods and theoretical foundation for pendulum healing, and now he
teaches his innovative methods to students from around the world. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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Pendulum Healing:Circling The Square Of LifeTo Improve Health, Wealth,Relationships, And
Self-ExpressionBy Erich Hunter Ph.D.© 2015 by Erich HunterAll rights reserved. No part of this
book may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without
permission in writing from the author.DisclaimerThe information in this book should not be
treated as a substitute for professional medical advice, or treatment. Always consult a licensed
medical professional. Any use of the information in this book is at the reader’s discretion and
risk. Neither the author, nor the publisher can be held responsible for any loss, claim, or
damage arising out of the use, or misuse, of the suggestions made, the failure to take medical
advice, or for any material on third party websites.Table of
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ClassAcknowledgementsI would like to thank several people for helping me to produce this
work. First, I would like to thank my wife Tarra for her love and support of this project. Next I
would like to thank these reviewers who provided feedback on the manuscript: Sharron
Cuthbertson, Georgina Haul, Mariann Hoffmann and Muhammad Ajmal Syed. I also would like
to thank Charlie Wedel of for the cover photo and La Fortunae pendulums for the pendulum
used in the cover photograph.ForewordThe title of this book is a play on a concept in life
coaching that there are four major areas people are interested in Health, Money, Relationships,
and Personal Growth, and an unrelated concept in magic called “The Watchtower” in which the
four cardinal points (North, East, South, West), or Four Elements (Earth, Air, Fire, Water) are
invoked during the casting of a magic circle. In my work with pendulum healing and my popular
e-course, “Circling the Square of Life,” I help people in the four major areas, but I do so not with
strategy, but with the circular movements of my pendulum, hence the title of this book.You may
ask why is the topic of magic in a book on healing? The answer is simple. In human history
“magic” has always been a part of the healing arts. It is only in the last 105 years since the
publication of the Flexnor report in the United States (1910) that modern medicine completely
abandoned any “magical”, “occult”, or “esoteric” aspects of healing in favor of the strict
materialist paradigm we have today.Unfortunately, modern medicine “threw the baby out with
the bathwater” while striving to transform the healing arts into the healing sciences something
was lost. For all its wonders and improvements in care and healing, modern medicine is the
third leading cause of death in countries like the United States, and a significant part of the
population seeks out alternative treatments since the medical system is not meeting their
needs1.As more and more people are exploring alternative healing methods that have the aura
of “magic” about them many different healing modalities are being tried and explored and
pendulum healing is one these “occult” or “esoteric” healing methods that is becoming
available to a wider audience of people interested in alternative healing methods.My



explorations into the practice of pendulum healing have shown me one thing: there is more
going on in this world, than materialist dogmatists of mainstream medicine would like to admit.
The work with pendulums interfaces with the limits of human understanding, particularly in the
field of consciousness, and what effects the human mind can have on altering reality. It also
brings us right to the edge of what is known about energy, and non-local phenomena normally
reserved for the quantum physics. So I urge you to explore this field of study with an open
mind, practice regularly and be amazed by the results.1. Dossey L., Chopra D., Roy R. (2010)
“The Mythology of Science Based Medicine” Huffington Post.IntroductionIt has been said that
the perfect plan of life involves health, wealth, love, and perfect self-expression. This is known
as the "square of life" and is said to bring true happiness. Using the circular movements of our
pendulums, we can enhance these areas of our lives while bringing us into alignment with
divine will.This book includes using pendulums for the following1. �Health: techniques for
physical well-being and for healing others.2. �Wealth: creating abundance and prosperity.3. �Love:
enhancing self-love and creating more fulfillment in relationships.4. �Self-expression:
transforming your life path and manifesting ideal work.Presented here is a revolutionary
healing system that goes way beyond just asking your pendulum questions. In this book I
explain how to use the pendulum as an actual healing tool to effect massive positive change in
your life quickly. Detailed step-by-step instructions are provided to ensure understanding and
guide you to success taking all the guesswork out. You will also learn a solid foundation for
going forward on your own and expanding this work, while being able to incorporate it with any
other healing modalities you may practice.I am excited to share this system with you and I truly
hope that it empowers you to make positive changes both in your life and in the
world.Sincerely,Erich Hunter Ph.D.What Is Pendulum Healing?Pendulum healing is when you
use a pendulum to do what is commonly called energy healing, or spiritual healing, to affect
positive changes in another person’s health and well-being. It works on body, mind and soul of
the person being healed.Traditional dowsing uses a pendulum to find answers to questions.
While this plays a role in pendulum healing, it is de-emphasized and is only a relatively small
part of the pendulum healing process. Rather than using the pendulum to seek answers on a
dowsing chart, the pendulum itself becomes the healing tool.This form of healing is relatively
new. It was developed in the 20th century in France and in Poland. Now it is practiced by a
small, but growing, number of people around the world.How it works is that the healer uses a
special healing pendulum. I will discuss selection criteria in a chapter that follows. Then
following a standard protocol, the pendulum healer uses the pendulum to transmit “energy” and
mental messages called “thought forms” to the person being healed. If the healer is psychic, or
clairvoyant, they can use that skill to help them see what needs to be done in the healing, or
they can use that ability to provide important information that could help the person to
heal.Finally, if the pendulum healer has other healing skills, or knows other healing modalities,
the pendulum can be used to prepare the person for that type of healing, and it can also be
used to help the effects of any other type of healing work to be integrated. For example, a
pendulum healer could start out with pendulum work, and then transition to Reiki, acupuncture,
massage, crystal healing, or any other form of healing all in a single session. Pendulum healing
can also be incorporated with standard western medicine.While it can be an effective stand-
alone treatment, the overall effect of pendulum healing is that it speeds up the healing process,
and compliments other healing methods making them more potent.Another use for pendulum
healing is to empower affirmations. Many systems of healing use affirmations to cause positive
changes, but just saying them repeatedly is often not enough. Many affirmation systems try to
get around this problem by having the person do physical actions (e.g. Emotional Freedom



Technique/Tapping), or by saying certain phrases after the affirmation. Since pendulum healing
is based on principles of positive magic, however, your words gain power and they can effect
real demonstrable changes in reality. This makes pendulum healing a much more powerful way
to do any type of affirmation work, since it is based on ancient occult principles known for
millennia.How To Select A Healing PendulumIt is important to select a proper pendulum for
healing work. I had a little difficulty determining where to put this chapter, because in order to
properly select a pendulum you need to have some experience with radiesthetic color. A topic
covered in a later chapter. So you will need to read that chapter to fully understand this one. To
get you started, however, here are some general guidelines.Healing pendulums come in three
basic shapes seen in many variations: the Karnak, Isis and Osiris. The Karnak has a bullet-like
shape and produces Green- radiesthetic color. The Isis pendulum has cylindrical disks called
“batteries” running down the length and emanates radiesthetic White. The Osiris has bowl
shaped disks and emanates Green-. Any pendulum that looks like one of these will most likely
be a good healing pendulum.Karnak pendulum, Isis pendulum and Osiris pendulum.1. �Based
on experience brass and wood are the best materials for a healing pendulum. It is interesting to
note that these two substances have a greater tendency to gain electrons than crystals such
as quartz and this could account for their superiority as healing pendulums.2. �Crystal
pendulums can sometimes work so if you have one try it out, but based on my experience,
crystals tend to be the inferior choice. So unless you already have a crystal pendulum, or you
are determined to use one, obtain a brass, or wood pendulum that looks similar to one of the
pendulums figured above.3. �A general purpose, healing pendulum should emanate a
radiesthetic color of White. A few specialized pendulums will emanate Green–. Read the
section on radiesthetic colors to learn how to determine this.4. �Make sure the pendulum feels
good to you. Trust your intuition. If it feels solid, and makes you feel confident, test it on the
color chart. If emanates radiesthetic White, or Green-, use it. If you can’t test it yet, or don’t
know how, just give it a try. If it works, and you get positive results, use it.If you buy an
inexpensive pendulum off , or Ebay.com it may, or may not, work. If possible, test it against a
radiesthetic color chart and if it tests radiesthetic white, or green-, great use it. If not, please
don’t use it for healing.You can also make your own pendulum. You can carve one out of wood,
or make one out of metal (e.g. metal cylinder, bolt, etc.). Just check it against the radiesthetic
color chart.If you already have a pendulum, and you are not sure if it will work, try it out and
see what happens. If you get good results with it, go ahead and use it. If not, take all of the
above into consideration and find one that works for you.Pendulum BasicsYou want to grasp
the pendulum string with your thumb and forefinger and wrap any extra cord inside the palm of
your hand. Make sure that the pendulum can swing freely, while still having a firm grip on
it.When you are doing a healing you can put it over a person, or over an index card with
person’s name on it (known as a "witness card"). If you are putting it over a person, you can
hang the pendulum over the solar plexus area (which is below the lower ribs, a bit below where
they meet), or directly over the area you want to heal. If you are using a witness card, you will
just hold it over the card.Movement of the PendulumIf done correctly the pendulum will start to
move. If it doesn't move, gently move it, but then let it go on its own. Never force the direction of
movement.Giving/Receiving/FinishedAfter you say a command your pendulum will spin in
circles. The direction that it is spinning can indicate what is happening. The two basic actions
are “giving” where something is being added to the system you are healing, and “removing”
where something is being taken away.When the pendulum is "giving" it will turn clockwise
(imagine you are looking at a clock on the wall, clockwise is towards your right).If the pendulum
is "removing" it will turn counterclockwise (to your left).Once the pendulum is finished it will be



balanced and moves side to side.You don't need to keep track of adding in, or taking out,
unless you want to. The main thing is to look for balance (side to side swinging) because it
indicates that phase of the treatment is completed.Frequencies of Healing (Radiesthetic
Color)“In physics, radiation is the emission of energy in the form of waves, or particles through
space or through a material medium. This includes electro-magnetic radiation such as radio
waves, visible light, and x-rays, particle radiation such as ;�À ;"À and neutron radiation and acoustic
radiation such as ultrasound, sound, and seismic waves. Radiation may also refer to the
energy, waves, or particles being radiated.”1Radiesthetic color chart.The pioneers of pendulum
“science” Chaumery and Belizal believed that pendulums produced emissions that were a form
of electromagnetic radiation. They created a scale to describe the emissions that is now called
the radiesthetic color scale. The radiesthetic color scale is abstract, yet quite useful for
pendulum healing, because it gives a way to measure and name pendulum emanations and
detectable “energies” of living beings that we can use for healing purposes.1.Wikipedia
contributors. "Radiation." Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Wikipedia, The Free
Encyclopedia, 29 Jul. 2015. Web. 4 Aug. 2015.For our practical purposes, the chart of
radiesthetic color has two uses.The first purpose is to check the radiesthetic color of the
pendulum we are using for healing. A healing pendulum should have a radiesthetic color of
Green-, or White.Hold your pendulum over the chart and say the following pendulum
command:“What is the radiesthetic color of my pendulum?”Then you dowse the chart and see
what color your pendulum indicates is the pendulum’s radiesthetic color. In most cases it will
swing strongly towards a single color on the chart. In some cases it may indicate more than
one color. A typical healing pendulum will indicate White, or Green-. If it indicates another color,
do not use it for healing.The second purpose is to determine the radiesthetic color of a person
(or body part) we are healing, and then change the color to Blue.Hold your pendulum over the
chart and say the following pendulum command:“What is the radiesthetic color of a person/
body part?”“Change the radiesthetic color of the person (or every cell, tissue, and organ) to
Blue.”Although this will be explained later, Blue is the radiesthetic color that indicates
health.Now for some explanation about the radiesthetic color chart, with an emphasis on the
practical knowledge of what it symbolizes.I struggled with this section, because in a sense the
whole idea of “radiesthetic colors” is very weakly supported by any kind of logical explanation,
or experimental proof and if you really think about it the whole notion of using colors is odd,
given that pendulum emanations are invisible.The awkwardness and lack of valid explanation
are outweighed by the fact that the concept is extremely useful from a practical standpoint, and
the use of colors as a mnemonic device is extremely useful as a memory aide. With that said I
am going to explain how I interpret this chart so that it can be of practical value to the
pendulum healer.Here is how to interpret the chart of radiesthetic color:Green - indicates a
person is not well, or won’t be well in the near future.Black, and Infra-red indicate severe illness
approaching death.Red, Orange, and Yellow will not normally show up when dowsing a
person’s radiesthetic color. They represent the radiesthetic color of the egg/sperm, embryo and
fetus respectively.If you dowse a healthy baby, plant, or someone undergoing rapid cell growth
(e.g. growing teenager), it will be Green +.Blue indicates optimal health.Indigo, Violet, Ultra-
Violet, and White indicate varying degrees of optimal health.A graphic way to visualize the
chart is to view its twelve “radiesthetic colors” as seasons of the year. Spring equinox is the
rebirth and the start of life after winter. Summer solstice starts a period of optimal radiant
health, life in its full power and glory. Fall equinox is the start of a period of decline and
preparation for the oncoming winter. Winter solstice is the start of the final stage where life is
put on standstill and death is near. The seeds lie dormant for the rebirth in the coming



spring.This is a graphic representation of health. When you are in perfect health you are at
blue, the height of summer. Fall indicates gradual weakening of health. Illness represents
winter beginning of preparation for death, and the rebirth in the next spring.When reading the
chart remember that the radiesthetic color is not permanent and can change over time. Also
remember that seasons of life are a natural process, so there is nothing inherently wrong with
the current state of health of a person. The chart gives graphic indication to help visualize what
is going on.When you change a person’s color to Blue (the color of health), they may or may
not get to Blue. This is because the person may not be able to shift into a state of perfect
health due to a block, or some other reason, or they may “use up” the energy you are sending
them and only get to Blue briefly before losing that state again. Don’t worry this is normal.It is
also important to note that radiesthetic color can change again towards “winter colors” after a
successful healing. In cases like these, the person may need to do a daily pendulum healing
on their own, or you may need to do it for them. If you are doing healing work on a critically ill
person, it can help to raise their radiesthetic color on regular intervals over a period of time
(say every few hours, or every day, etc.) to help them maintain conditions for regaining
health.You can also, check the chart to see when your healing work is finished. I helped a
cancer patient, and after several healings his radiesthetic color improved, even though his
health didn’t at first. I felt like I couldn’t do anymore and every time I checked his color indicated
healing (white), so I just waited and then after a couple of weeks his health improved
significantly.Sometimes you will encounter a person who is ill, but they will have a radiesthetic
color that indicates they are healthy. You have to vary your healing strategy based on this
information.It indicates that the problems are related to psychosomatic illness, or karmic issues
that both can be resolved by reflection and understanding. The approach to both of these
issues is similar. You do pendulum work to help the person learn the lessons they need to
learn, to move on and to heal. For example here are some useful pendulum commands in this
situation:
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Alexander's Mom, “Very helpful book on Pendulums. If you are interested in learning about
what you can do with a pendulum besides "dowsing" or finding answers to yes/no questions or
where to dig for water, this is a fascinating book. It's simplified so that you feel empowered with
information that you can use right away. All you need is a pendulum, which can be almost
anything, although Dr. Hunter gives some very detailed explanations of "good" balanced
pendulums that should emit a certain color wavelength or light (invisible of course). He tells you
how to check for that. Amazon has some good pendulums - I just got a hexagonal orgone
ChoKuRei pendulum which seems to have the qualities required. I have re-read this again and
have gotten some more useful information out of it than the first time. I also recently got his
second book "Pendulum Master" which offers more advanced techniques, am working through
that and learning a few new things as well. I have been playing with pendulums for many years,
but this book has been the most helpful of any I have read. I am doing things with it that I would
never have thought of before reading this work, which by the way is also heavily referenced by
other authors' research.”

C. J. Guleff, “A new take on pendulums. This book came to me after I purchased a very unique
pendulum at the suggestion of a friend while browsing vendor's booths at a fair. Once I got
home and experienced the energies of this new device I began seeking further information and
along came Dr. Erich Hunter's website and publications describing a system for healing and
manifesting through pendulums such as mine radically different from any I had heretofore
known.The book is thorough, answers many questions but leaves further experimentation and
development of specific techniques in the hands of the reader. Thankfully it is not a "cookbook"
or prescriptive manual -- a feature I value about this work.The book is targeted at an audience
of those interested in metaphysics and holistic healing. I would add for a more sophisticated
and experienced group as well.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very interesting introduction. Dr. Hunters approach to pendulum healing
is like nothing I’ve seen before. It’s interesting, thorough, very well developed and valuable as
it’s own book. —Then looking into his online courses, this book is just the tip of the proverbial
iceberg in that it’s an introduction to a whole list of courses that take these ideas, skillset and
knowledge set even farther. I could not be happier that I found this book and read it. I can see
myself engaging with the different aspects of this pendulum method for years to come. I don’t
have to use a pendulum to know my gratitude Level for Dr. Hunter’s work is on the right side of
the chart.”



S., “I am delighted with this book. I am delighted with this book. The author, Erich can explain
in a very simple manner the complex issues of energie, dowsing and the pendulum. He may
lead the reader step by step into the mysteries.And then I get the feeling back, to pick up my
pendulums out of my pretty little bags and go practice and play with them.I recommend it to
anyone. Even people who don't have a pendulum. And I'm sure they will buy one.Beautifu
book! Worth more than 5 stars.Stella Estel”

Nicole M., “An exciting new healing modality for me... The whole concept of using a pendulum
to do healing work is amazing. I read this book, there are so many uses for it, this book gives
plenty of instruction, and templates, but you are also free to create your own healing
"commands" of your pendulum so the sky is the limit. I also find pendulum healing to be fun to
do. Very good book, loved it so much I've gone ahead to get his next two. Highly
recommend.Also, a special healing pendulum is needed for this work. This book goes into how
to choose one and what to look for to get a quality pendulum.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Pendulum Healing works great!. Great book, very educational. Easy to
understand and thorough instructions. Matter of fact, I bought both follow up books too, I am
literally soaking up the knowledge and beginning to work with my pendulums. Already
manifested wonderful results.The books have a few writing bloopers (words mixed up for
example), but I don't even care about it because it's just great!”

Mr . Review ., “Full of good Pendulum info.. Prior to buying this book I purchased a pendulum
beginners guide by a different author. I then bought this book to bring me to the next level of
knowledge on this subject and it done exactly that. Its one of those books I look forward to
rereading also.”

ChrisO, “Excellent resource for anyone interested in pendulum work. Excellent resource for
anyone interested in pendulum work. I have several books on the subject, and in my opinion,
this is the best by far.”

Helena Bishop, “Recommend. Recommend this very well written explains exactly how to learn
this amazing and intruiging gift”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. One of the best books I have read on healing.  Thank you”

Leo Higgins, “Learn Grow Heal. Learning how to use pendulums for transmitting healing
energy. Also protocol for proper use.”

Sandie, “Five Stars. Excellent book very informative and a must for beginners!”

The book by Erich Hunter has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 187 people have provided feedback.
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